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The study reported here was undertaken to characterize the reduction of NO by

black liquor char (BLC). BLC has a very high Na/C ratio and it is known to be a very

reactive carbon source as in gasification reactions [6,7].

The black liquor char used in the experiments was heat treated in a reducing

atmosphere to reduce Na2SO4 to Na2S. 95% sulfate reduction was obtained when BLC

was held at 700 °C for 40 minutes. The elemental analysis of the reduced BLC showed

38.3% Na, 14.3% C, and 2.1% K and the main compounds were 21.4% Na2S, 2.1%

Na2SO4, 59.2% Na2CO3, and 7.6% fixed C. By using both experiments and calculations,

it was shown that the film mass transfer and pore diffusion limitations were not

important. Three sets of experiments were conducted at atmospheric pressure in a fixed-

bed reactor at temperatures between 450 and 650 0C. The first set of experiments was to

determine the overall kinetics of reduction of NO by BLC and activated carbon. The

second set of experiments was to determine the effect of CO on NO reduction by BLC.

The last set of experiments was to determine the reaction products at different

temperatures. The gas atmosphere used in these experiments was helium and the weight
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time range was 0.6-12 kgs/m3. NO concentrations varied from 410 to 2050 ppm and CO

concentrations varied from 0 to 40320 ppm. The gaseous products were analyzed by

Fourier Transform Infrared (CO, CO2), chemiluminesent analyzer (NO), and gas

chromatograph ( N2).

In the experiments, significant reduction (about 34%) of NO was observed at 450

°C, with almost complete reduction (about 99%) at 650 °C. The NO/char, NO/activated

carbon, and NO/CO/char reactions were confirmed to be of first-order with respect to

NO by using integral analysis. The reaction rate constant, based on total surface area, of

the NO/char reaction was over 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of activated

carbon. The enhancement of CO on the NO/char reaction increased with increasing

CO/NO ratio. The rate was significantly enhanced by CO over the temperature range by

a factor of 2.5 with 40320 ppm CO. In the temperature range studied, N2 and CO2 were

the major reaction products, very little CO (about 65 ppm) appeared in the product gases,

the amount of CO increased with temperature, and no CO was detected at 450 °C. The

CO /CO2 ratio increased above 625 °C. In the presence of CO, the consumption of carbon

was reduced to zero and the BLC provided a catalytic surface for NO reduction by CO.

The activation energies of NO/char, NO/activated carbon, and NO/CO/char reaction were

about the same (72 KJ/mol). A reaction mechanism explaining the findings of the study

was proposed.
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NOMENCLATURE

AG = cross-section area of the tube, cm2

C = inlet CO concentration, mol/cm3

coo., = outlet CO concentration, mol/cm3

= outlet CO2 concentration, mol/cm3

CNO = bulk concentration of NO, mol/cm3

CNOm = inlet NO concentration, mol/cm3

CNOont = outlet NO concentration, mol/cm3

CNO, = NO concentration at the external surface of particle, mol/cm3

C = Weisz-Prater criterion number

DNOeff = effective diffusion coefficient, cm2/s

DN64,e = diffusion coefficient, cm2/s

DNO-K = Knudson diffusion coefficient, cm2/s

dp = diameter of particle, cm

Ea = activation energy, kJ/mol

FNom = inlet NO mole flow rate, mol/s

FN = outlet NO mole flow rate, mol/s

k = reaction rate constant, cm/s

kB = Boltzmann's constant

= mass transfer coefficient, cm/s

L = total length of the bed, cm

MBG = molecular weigh of He, g/mol



NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

MNO = molecular weigh of NO, g/mol

P = absolute pressure, atm

R = particle radius, cm

Re = Reynolds number

Re' = Reynolds number for packed bed reactor.

re = pore radius, cm

r',,,, = rate of disappearance of NO per mass of catalyst, mol/gs

-r',,c,. = rate of reaction of NO that would exist of the entire surface were exposed to the

bulk concentration CNO, mol/gs

- r NO = instantaneous NO consumption rate, mol/gs

rNckobo = observed NO reaction rate, mol/gs

S. = BET surface area per unit mass of catalyst, cm2/g

Sc = Schmidt number

Sh = Sherwood number

Sh' = Sherwood number for packed bed reactor

T = Temperature, k

t = time, sec

U = superficial velocity, cm/s

V. = volumetric flow rate, cm3/s

V, = pore volume, cm3/g

WNO = molar flux of species NO, mol/cm2s



NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

w = weight of catalyst, g

X = the conversion of nitric oxide

Z = length of the bed, cm

Greek Symbols

L b

L He

ENO

= void fraction of packed bed

= characteristic Lennard-Jones energy

= characteristic Lennard-Jones energy

8 NO-He = characteristic Lennard-Jones energy

E P

a He

a NO

= void fraction of particle

= characteristic Lennard-Jones length, A

= characteristic Lennard-Jones length, A

a NO-He = characteristic Lennard-Jones length, A

p = fluid density, g/cm3

p b = bulk density of the catalyst bed, g/cm3

p = particle density, g/cm3

S2 = collision integral, dimensionless

ii = overall effectiveness factor

'I = average for the tortuosity of pore of a variety of size



NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

= shape factor

= gas phase velocity, g/cms



KINETICS OF NO REDUCTION BY BLACK LIQUOR CHAR

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Kraft Pulping Process

Kraft pulping is a chemical wood pulping process most widely practiced world

wide. The kraft pulping chemical recovery cycle is an integral part of the process. A

schematic of kraft pulping process is shown in Figure 1-1. In the kraft pulping process,

an aqueous solution, so called white liquor, containing NaOH and Na2S, the active

pulping chemicals, is mixed with wood chips at an elevated pressure and temperature

resulting in the degradation of lignin compounds and the liberation of cellulosic and

hemicelluosic fibers. The cellulose fibers, pulp, from the pulping process are separated

from the spent pulping liquor by washing. The pulp is then bleached before being used

to make paper. The residual liquor from the washing process, so called weak black

liquor (12-15% solids [1]), contains dissolved lignin, degraded carbohydrates, and

residual pulping chemicals. Weak black liquor is then concentrated in multiple effect

evaporators to become strong black liquor (65-75% solids [1]). The strong black liquor

is sprayed into the lower section of the recovery furnace through nozzles which produce

relatively coarse droplets.

The kraft recovery furnace is one of the most important equipment in the kraft

pulping process. The two main functions of a recovery furnace are to recover the

inorganic cooking chemicals used in the pulping process and to make use of the chemical
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energy in the organic portion of the liquor to generate steam for the mill. A general

schematic diagram of a kraft recovery furnace is shown in Figure 1-2. Losses of

chemicals in the !craft pulping process are usually made up by the addition of salt cake,

Na2S 04.

Wood Chips-04
White Liquor

NaOH
Na2S

Coo

V

IWashing P Di Bleaching
Weak Black Liquor

(12-15% solid)

Evaporation el- Condensate

Clarifier

CaCO3
Make up

Na2SO4
Strong Black Liquor

(65-75% solid)
EnergyFurnace Na, S, Losses

Solid Discharge
(Molten Na2CO3 +Na2S)

Dissolving

Green Liquor CaO +H20 -> Ca(OH)2+heat
Ca(OH)2 Water

Ca(OH)2 +Na2CO3 -> 2Na0H+CaCO3
Lime Mud CaO

Calcining

Figure 1-1 : Schematic of kraft pulping process ( based on [2] )
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GREEN LIQUOR
RECIRCULATING
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Figure 1-2 : Schematic diagram of a kraft recovery furnace ( based on [1] )
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The spent pulping chemicals are discharged from the furnace as a molten smelt

that flows freely from the bottom of the furnace. After dissolving the smelt, a so called

green liquor is obtained containing mostly Na2CO3 and Na2S. The green liquor is sent to

the causticizing process where Na2CO3 is converted into NaOH with slaked lime so that

the resulting white liquor can be reused for pulping.

1.2 Combustion of Black Liquor Droplets in Recovery Furnace

The basic processes in black liquor combustion are similar to other solid and

liquid fuels. The four distinct stages in the black liquor combustion process are drying,

devolatilization, char burning, and smelt coalescence [3]. These stages of combustion are

shown in Figure 1-3.

The drying stage begins immediately when the droplet enters the furnace. Strong

black liquor contains 20% to 40% water. In the drying stage, much or all of the water is

evaporated before the other stages begin. During the drying period, the temperature rises

to around 150 °C [3]. The droplet swells slightly in diameter, typically by a factor of 1.5

[4], as it enters the furnace, obviously due to boiling of the water from the droplet. The

end of the drying stage is marked by the appearance of a bright yellow diffusion flame.

The black liquor devolatilization stage is a complex process which is

characterized by rapid particle swelling, the appearance and disappearance of a

surrounding luminous yellow diffusion flame, volatiles evolution, and a continuously

increasing particle temperature. The droplet begins to swell rapidly as volatiles are

evolved and burned. The organic material in the black liquor solids breaks down into
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gases and light hydrocarbons. This devolatilization process produces a luminous yellow

flame around the droplet. The droplet swells considerably during devolatilization,

usually increases in volume by

droplet heat heat
bursting \
H20

Surface
evaporation

heat heat

H20

1.

H2S,H20

02

NOx,N2

02

Tars & HC's

Drying
Water is evaporated.
Rate governed by heat transfer.
Slow process.
Slight swelling.

Devolatilization
Pyrolysis and gaseous combustic
Gases burn.
Visible yellow flame.

CO Rapid swelling.
Rate governed by temperature.

02 Fast process.

Char burning
Fume Reaction at the partical surface.

CO No clear flame.
Residual carbon is burned out.

CO2 Sulfate is reduced to sulfide.
Rate governed by temperature

02 and air supply.
Shrinking in size.

Smelt Coalescence
Molten droplet formed.
Gradually oxidized by air.
Clearly visible fume cloud.

Figure 1-3 : Black liquor droplet burning stages ( based on [1,5] )
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a factor of 20-50 depending on liquor types [4]. The extinction of the visible flame is

commonly used to mark the end of the devolatilization stage.

The swollen, porous char residue remaining at the end of devolatilization consists

of residual organic carbon along with inorganic sodium salts from the pulping chemicals.

Most of the sodium and sulfur from the pulping chemicals are retained in the char.

During char burning, the organic carbon is burned away at the external surface as oxygen

is supplied to the particle surface, and the swollen char residue shrinks in size. Besides

air, CO2 and water vapor are also effective in converting char carbon to CO [6,7], which

is burned to carbon dioxide in the surrounding gas film around the char particle. Char

burning does not have any visible flame.

At the end of char burning stage, the sulfur is completely reduced, and the droplet

contains Na2S and Na2CO3. This molten droplet is gradually oxidized by the air in the

furnace and in many cases the temperature of the droplet increases during this oxidation

by some 100 °C. In the middle of this fourth stage, tiny particles are emitted from the

molten droplets. At the end of this stage the almost completely oxidized molten droplets

often emit a clearly visible fume cloud for a short period of time. The fmal composition

of the droplet is a mixture of Na2CO3 and Na2SO4 [4].

1.3 Atmospheric Chemistry of Nitrogen Oxides

The principal nitrogen oxides present in the atmosphere are nitric oxide (NO) and

nitrogen dioxide (NO2), collectively referred to as NOx, and nitrous oxide (N20). These

nitrogen oxides are harmful to human health and contribute to photochemical smog, to
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the formation of acid rain precursors, to the destruction of ozone in the upper

stratosphere and formation of ozone in the lower stratosphere and troposphere, and to

global warming [8]. The global nitrogen cycle, including sources of nitrogenous

pollution is shown in Figure 1-4.

The major combustion sources of NOx emissions are power generation,

transportation, industrial processes and biomass burning [9]. The major N20 sources are

natural and include nitrification and denitrification processes in soil and water by

bacterial action [8]. Combustion is a minor direct source of N20.

Ozone layer

02+hv => 0+0
0+02 => 03

Stratosphere

N0 +03 => NO2+02
N20+0(D') => 2N0 NO2+0 => N0 +02

0+03 => 02+02
ozone depletion A

NO2+0H => HNO3

Troposphere
ultraviolet energy

02

0

R02,H0

01122102

rit

01#3 11717\
combustion

HNO3
long-range
transport

dry
eposition

N20

nitric/nitrous
acid

IR radiation

H2O

wet
deposition

fertilizer
414/ 4/ NV* Nikl, NV* NY NV

biomass
burning

microbial acidification
activity

Figure 1-4 : Schematic Diagram of Global Nitrogen Cycle ( based on [10] )
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Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is the most important absorbing air pollutant molecule. It

absorbs over the entire visible and ultraviolet range of the solar spectrum in the lower

atmosphere. Most of the NOx formed in combustion is NO. However, NO2 is formed to

some extent from the NO in combustion exhaust gases by

2NO + 02 2NO2 (1 -1)

Photochemical smog

NOx is an active compound in photochemical smog formation. Even small

amounts of NO2 present in the atmosphere are sufficient to trigger a complex series of

reactions involving organics that lead to photochemical smog. Ozone formation occurs

as a result of the photolysis of NO2

uv
NO2 NO+0 (1-2)

M
0 + 02 03 (1-3)

where M represents N2 or 02 or another third molecule that absorbs the excess vibration

energy and thereby stabilizes the 03 molecule formed. Once formed, 03 reacts with NO

to regenerate NO2

03 + NO = NO2 + 02 (1-4)

Ozone formation in troposphere

However, most of NO and other chemicals in the atmosphere participate in the

above reactions by producing NO2 without destroying an ozone molecule. For example,
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in the peroxyl reaction, the oxidation reaction becomes :

NO + R02 = NO2 + OR (1-5)

Where R represents a hydrocarbon group. In this case, ozone concentrations build up as

NO is oxidized. However, photolysis of small quantities of ozone present in the clean

troposphere produces oxygen atom, as shown below :

03 + hv = 02 -I- O(D1) (1-6)

The resulting oxygen atom quickly reacts with water vapor to form two hydroxyl (OH)

free radicals :

0(1)1) + H20 = 20H (1-7)

Oxygen atoms and hydroxyl radicals drive many of the crucial reactions that create

photochemical smog and acid rain.

Acid rain

It is estimated that NO contributes 25-30% to the acidity of rain [11]. During

the day (when OH production is greatest), NO2 reacts with the hydroxyl radical to form

HNO,.

M
NO2 + OH = HNO3 (1-8)

At night, HNO3 is formed by the following three reaction :

NO2 + 03 = NO3 ± 02

NO3 + NO2 N205

(1-9)

(1-10)



N205 ±H2Olivid 2HNO3

The above reactions can not take place during the daytime because the NO3 rapidly

photolyzes in sunlight. Thus, it is not present in amounts large enough to react with NO2

during the day. Wet and dry deposition account for most of the removal of HNO3 from

the troposphere.

Global warming

Nitrous oxide (N20) is chemically stable in the troposphere ( lifetime 100 to 200

years ). Because it absorbs infrared radiation, it is classified as a greenhouse gas that may

contribute to global warming. It is estimated that N2O is responsible for approximately

6% of the enhanced greenhouse effect [12]. The 03 produced in the troposphere is also

one of the major contributor in the "greenhouse effect".

Ozone depletion in stratosphere

N2O also can be transported into the stratosphere. In the stratosphere ozone

forms according following reactions

uv020+0 (1-12)

M02 +003 (1-13)

N20 reacts with excited oxygen atoms resulting in the formation of N2 and NO :

N20+0(11))uv N2+02 (1-14)

N20 + 0(1D) 2NO (1-15)
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D) indicate that one electron is excited to the D orbital. The presence of NO initiates

the following catalytic cycle :

03 ± NO 02 + NO2 (1-16)

0 + NO2 02 + NO (1-17)

The net result of these two reactions is the same as the ozone destruction. NOx is

responsible for 70% of the natural ozone depletion rate [8]. The conversion of N20 to

NO is the major source of NO in the stratosphere. Additional NOx emissions which can

reach the stratosphere, for example NO emitted from high-flying jets will accelerate the

destruction of the ozone layer. Nevertheless, the NOx in the stratosphere is removed by

the formation of HNO3 in the lower stratosphere. The HNO3 is carried downward to the

troposphere where it is removed by rain. The increased amount of UV radiation will

cause increased photolysis of N20 and thus a decrease in the greenhouse activity of N20

[12].

1.4 NO Formation and Destruction in a Kraft Recovery Furnace

NO Formation :

Emission of NOx at ppm levels in the recovery furnace has become an important

environmental issue affecting the operation of recovery furnaces. The formation of NOx

occurs primarily through two independent mechanisms, thermal NOx formation and fuel

NOx formation.
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Thermal NOR is formed by the oxidation of N2 contained in the combustion air at

high temperatures. It is the dominant source of NOR emission for combustion of fuels

such as natural gas and gasoline, which contain very low levels of chemically bound

nitrogen. Thermal NOR formation mechanism has a very high activation energy resulting

in a high temperature sensitivity. Thermal NOR formation rate is negligible when the

temperature is below 1400 °C [13]. Because of the low temperature resulting from black

liquor combustion (as compared to fossil fuel combustion), thermal NOR is not

considered an important formation mechanism for a kraft recovery furnace [14,15].

Fuel NOR is formed during combustion as a result of the oxidation of nitrogen

contained in the fuel. Unlike thermal NOR, the formation of fuel NOR has a weak

temperature dependence, but is very dependent on the fuel-air ratio, operation

temperature, fuel nitrogen content, and the rate of volatilization of nitrogen. It is

generally accepted that the fuel NOR mechanism includes a rapid conversion of fuel

nitrogen compounds into intermediate nitrogen compounds (HCN, CN, NH2, NH, N)

which can either be converted to NO by attack of oxygen-containing species or be

converted to N2 by reaction with NO itself. More NO is formed during the combustion

of the residual char [16]. An overall reaction pathway for fuel NOR formation shown in

Figure 1-4.
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Fuel-

NOOx21
HCN NH(/ N\

NO N2/
Char Is

N2

Figure 1-5 : Overall reaction pathway for formation of NO from fuel nitrogen
( based on [16] )

It is believed that the majority of NOx emitted from a recovery furnace is the

result of fuel NOx formation [14,15] and the release of fuel NOx occurs primarily during

the devolatilization process, although additional NO release occurs during char burning

[15]. The behavior of the fuel-nitrogen during black liquor pyrolysis according to some

experiments is shown in Figure 1-5.

Fuel N

volatiles N

char

NO
1-2%

10-30% ...NH3

10-30%
N2

NO

N2

Figure 1-6 : The behavior of the fuel N during black liquor pyrolysis ( based on [17] )

Destruction of NOx :

Levels of NO emissions depend not only on the rate of formation of NOR, but also
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on the rate of destruction. Once NOx is formed, it can be partially destroyed before

leaving the furnace by several different reaction pathways.

Like in fossil fuel combustion, NOx may be destroyed through homogeneous gas

phase reactions and additionally through heterogeneous reactions with char and fume. In

homogeneous gas phase reactions, destruction of NOx may involve reactions with N, 0,

and H radicals and is favored by high NO concentration and high temperatures. Just as

the formation of thermal NOx requires high temperatures, above 1800 K, this thermal

decomposition should not have a significant impact on the recovery furnace. NO can

also react with nitrogen-containing intermediates such as CN, HCN, NH3 to form N2

[13].

In black liquor combustion, the presence of large amounts of inorganic species

may provide an additional destruction mechanism which may have an impact on

recovery furnace emissions. Because sulfur gas including oxides of sulfur are known to

react with fume species in a recovery furnace to form sodium sulfate, it is possible that

NOx species react with sodium species to form sodium nitrate as the primary product [13]

or the sodium species may catalyze the reduction of NO by e.g. CO.

1.5 Research Objectives

Black liquor is one of the important fuel resources in the world and the problem

of NOx emission from a recovery furnace is receiving increasing attention with the

increasing utilization of black liquor as a fuel.
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In the recent literature, there has been a number of studies of the kinetics of the

NO-carbon reaction The carbon sources studied include graphite, activated carbon, coal

char, coke, shale char, and soot from hydrocarbon. It has been reported that alkali metals

catalyze the NO-carbon reaction [18]. Black liquor char (BLC) has a very high Na/C

ratio. BLC may have a higher reactivity or different mechanism because of its high

sodium content. The gasification rate of BLC has been reported to be about 20 times

higher than that of coal char mixed with 10-20% Na2CO3 and one order of magnitude

higher than of a high surface area activated carbon impregnated with 12% Na2CO3[6].

This rather unusual reactivity of the BLC is explained by very fine dispersion of sodium

throughout the carbon matrix as a result of formation of the char from a liquor precursor

[6].

NO emissions from haft recovery furnaces are an increasingly important

environmental issue affecting the operation of recovery furnaces. Thus knowledge of the

kinetics of NO reduction by char is required to improve operation of the conventional

recovery furnace and it would be helpful in developing alternative recovery processes.

The objectives of this thesis are to :

1. obtain better understanding of NO reduction by BLC.

2. obtain kinetic data for NO reduction by BLC.

3. investigate the effect of CO on NO reduction by BLC.

4. compare the kinetics with that of other carbon sources.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review considers sodium sulfate reduction and NO reduction by

carbon. The literature review of sodium sulfate reduction is for preliminary experiment

which is performed to determine the thermal treatment conditions.

2.1 Preliminary Experiment-Sodium Sulfate Reduction

The porous black liquor char, (BLC), is the product found at the bottom of the

recovery furnace and consists mainly of a mixture of carbon, sodium carbonate, and

sodium sulfate. BLC bed provides the reducing atmosphere for conversion of Na2SO4 to

Na2S during the combustion of the carbonaceous char.

The reduction of sodium sulfate to sodium sulfide, one of the active pulping

chemicals, is one of the important reactions in the recovery process of kraft pulping

chemicals. In a kraft recovery furnace, reduction occurs in a melt consisting principally

of sodium carbonate, sodium sulfate, sodium sulfide, and carbon at temperatures in

excess of 760 °C [19]. The molten sulfate reacts in the presence of carbon to form

sulfide, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. Cameron et al. [19] proposed that sulfate

adsorbs on an active carbon surface site and reacts with the carbon to form a reduced

sulfur compound which then desorbs from the carbon.

Na2SO4 + 4C <=> Na2S + 4C0 (2-1)

followed by
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Na2SO4 + 4C0 <=> Na2S + 4CO2 (2-2)

when C/Na2SO4 ratio becomes small

A high char bed temperature is usually proposed to achieve both high reduction

efficiency and a high rate of carbon combustion. But high char bed temperatures can

lead to a violent smelt-water explosion, a high emission rate of elemental sodium and

cause fouling of the steam pipes. In order to eliminate those problems, and also to have a

high reduction efficiency and an acceptable sulfur emission, operation at temperatures

below the melting point of the sodium salts is an alternative for haft recovery.

There are many studies reported for the reduction of sodium sulfate at a mixtures

of sulfate and carbonaceous materials. It was found that the beginning of the reduction

reaction was a function of the type of carbonaceous material [19], the degree of mixing

of sulfate and carbon [21,22] and the size of the surface area of the carbon [19,21].

Carbon would not reduce sulfate under an inert atmosphere at 850 °C or below.

However, when either carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide was added into the carrier gas,

the sulfate was reduced with yields of 80% sulfide being obtained in less than an hour

[19]. But White and White [20] reported that with bituminous coal, the most active solid

reducing agent, the reduction reaction started at about 650 °C. With hydrogen as the

reducing agent [21,22], reduction started at 600 °C and proceeded rapidly at 704 °C.

They also reported that the reduction of Na2SO4 by CO occurred at 650 °C and was

slower than that by H2. Budnikoff and Shilov [23] reported that carbon catalyzes sulfate

reduction in the presence of carbon monoxide. Kubelka and Hojnos [24] found that the

reduction of sulfate starts at a temperature between 600 and 630 °C for a mixture of fine

powdered activated carbon and sodium sulfate. With the addition of powdered sodium
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carbonate, reduction efficiencies of about 90% were obtained when the mixture is kept at

650 °C for 30 minutes. Since black liquor char can be considered a very intimate

mixture of activated carbon, sodium carbonate and sodium sulfate, it can be predicted

that the reduction of sodium sulfate in black liquor char will occur below the melting

point of the sodium salts.

It is believed that both the reduction of sulfate and carbon gasification are

strongly accelerated by alkali carbonates and that the rate is proportional to the carbon

surface area. For the reduction of sodium sulfate by carbon in the presence of sodium

carbonate, the mechanism is proposed to be following [25].

First, the decomposition of sodium carbonate on carbon surface is as follows :

Na2CO3 + 2C 2(Na)ads + 3(CO)ads (2-3)

Na2CO3 + C Na2O + 2(CO)ads (2-4)

where (CO)ads and (Na)ads are respectively carbon monoxide and sodium adsorbed on the

carbon surface. The adsorbed carbon monoxide formed from reaction (2-3) and (2-4)

then reacts with sodium sulfate as :

Na2SO4 + (CO)ads <=> ( [ Na2SO4 ]CO)ads (2-5)

( [ Na2SO4 CO)ads <=> ( [ Na2SO3 CO2)ads (2-6)

( [ Na2SO3 ]CO2)ads <=> Na2SO3 + (CO2),.1 (2-7)

4Na2SO3 <=> 3Na2SO4 + Na2S (2-8)

The sum of these four reactions is the overall sulfate reduction reaction

Na2SO4 4C0 = Na2S + 4CO2 (2-9)

Finally the adsorbed elemental sodium reacts with the absorbed CO2
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(2Na2)ads + (CO2)ads = Na2O + (CO)", (2-10)

Na2O + (CO2)ads = Na2CO3 (2-11)

This mechanism is a combination of the mechanisms proposed earlier for the

alkali carbonate catalyzed coal gasification [26] and the sulfate reduction [19].

According to this mechanism, (CO)ads is formed from the decomposition of Na2CO3 with

carbon in an inert atmosphere. But by the addition of CO to the inert carrier gas, (CO)ads

is formed directly by adsorption of CO on carbon. The subsequent reduction of sulfate

via reactions (2-5) to (2-8) proceeds at a much faster rate than the solid state reaction

between carbon and sodium sulfate, reaction (2-1). The decomposition of Na2CO3 with

carbon can be suppressed when CO is added to the inert gas at a concentration higher

than the equilibrium concentration of CO in reaction (2-3) and (2-4).

Li et al. [25] found that the reaction between sodium carbonate and carbon,

reactions (2-3) and (2-4), takes place during pyrolysis of black liquor char in an inert

atmosphere at temperatures above about 675°C. After adding 12% CO into carry gas,

reactions (2-3) and (2-4) were compressed up to temperature below 800 °C. The

reduction of sodium sulfate with CO will start at a temperature of about 610 °C according

to reaction (2-9) and almost complete reduction can be obtained when black liquor char

is held at 750 °C for 40 minutes. The melting of the ternary system of Na2S, Na2SO4,

and Na2CO3 is 715 ± 5 °C.
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2.2 Reduction of NO by Carbon

In recent literature, there has been a number of studies of the kinetics of the NO-

carbon reaction. The reactor types employed in the studies includes fixed-bed, fluidized-

bed, flow reactor, and TGA. The carbon sources studied include graphite, activated

carbon, coal char, coke, and soot from hydrocarbons. The mechanisms of NO reduction

by carbon are not yet fully understood. Several different mechanisms for the reaction of

carbon with NO have been proposed [27,28,29,30].

The reaction models generally imply an important role for surface oxygen

complexes. There is general agreement that the first step is chemisorption of NO at

almost any temperature of relevance. Teng et al. [31,32] studied the process of

chemisorption of NO on a carbon at temperatures between 323 and 473 K. They

reported that the process of chemisorption can be split into two separate pathways one a

reversible chemisorptive pathway forming nitric oxide surface complexes C(NO) and the

other an irreversible chemisorptive pathway yielding N2 and carbon surface oxides C(0)

and C(02).

In general, the overall reaction of carbon with NO has been reported to include

the following stoichiometric reactions [33,34,35,36].

C +2NO CO2 4- N2 (2-12)

C + NO = CO +1 N2 (2-13)

catalyzed

CO + NO = CO2 + i: N2 (2-14)
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The reaction (2-14) is actually a carbon surface catalyzed oxidation of CO by NO. This

finding is based upon the observation that, in the presence of char, NO is rapidly

destroyed by CO in a surface catalyzed reaction at a rate considerably faster than that of

the NO-char reactions [27].

The reaction of NO with carbon is generally reported to be first order with respect

to NO concentration [27,34,37]. This is in contrast to the reaction of carbon with 02,

which typically exhibits a fractional order [38]. The rate of the 02-carbon reaction is

approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that of the NO-carbon reaction [27].

Bedjal et al. [39] reported that hydrogen increases the rate of NO-carbon reaction

and decreases the consumption of carbon. Levy et al. [30] reported that the rate of the

NO-char reaction is enhanced slightly by the presence of CO and inhibited slightly by

water vapor, with both effects decreasing with increasing temperature. The inhibition of

the reaction is due to the tying-up of active sites by chemisorbed oxygen and the

enhancement by CO is due to reduction in the amount of chemisorbed oxygen.

Chan et al. [27] studied this reaction using Montana lignite char, deashed char,

and graphite in a similar system at temperatures between 450 and 900 °C range. First

order reaction was obtained from the variation of the inlet NO concentration at different

flow rates. The activation energy changed at about 600 °C and the ratio of CO /CO2 was

increasing with rising temperatures. The reaction rate of char was about an order higher

than that of graphite. The activation energy was lower for the char with the higher ash

content and the rate was higher. Although the mineral composition of this 14% ash was

not determined, Montana lignite has a high concentration of ion exchangeable calcium,

an element known to catalyze carbon gasification rate. They also reported that the rate of
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NO reduction by char is enhanced in the presence of CO and that the effect of CO

decreased with increasing temperature. They explained that the acceleration due to either

a direct reaction of CO with NO catalyzed by the carbon surface, reaction (2-14), or a

reaction of CO with chemisorbed oxygen's deposited by NO on the surface. The latter

provide active carbon atoms for further reaction with NO,

NO + Cf C(0) + 1
N2 (2-15)

CO + C(0) CO2 + Cf (2-16)

where C(0) designates the chemisorbed surface oxygen, Cf an active carbon site. The

NO reduction is inhibited by active sites tied up by chemisorbed oxygen. As the

temperature is increased the rate of desorption of chemisorbed oxygen to form CO by the

reaction

C(0) = CO (2-17)

rapidly increases, the concentration of chemisorbed sites will therefore decrease and the

importance of the activation of the site by reaction (2-16) diminishes. This hypothesis

can explain the increase of ratio of CO /CO2 with increasing temperature.

Teng et al. [35] studied NO reduction by char in a TGA system and reported that

the shift of the ratio of CO to CO2 and the change of activation energy is accompanied by

a change in mechanism. There are two parallel processes. (1) somewhat slow desorption

of relatively stable surface complexes. (2) NO attack on active unoccupied sites that

results in essentially immediate desorption of gaseous products. The first process

controls the overall gasification rate at lower temperatures and is governed by a

distribution of desorption activated energy. The second process dominates at high
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temperatures and is suggested to be controlled by the dissociative chemisorption of NO

on the carbon surface.

Furusawa et al. [33] studied the reduction of NO by a Japanese coal char and

activated carbon by using a fixed-bed, isothermal tubular flow reactor at temperatures

between 500 and 845 °C. There was an increase in the activation energy at about 680 °C.

At lower temperatures N2 and CO2 were formed, while at temperatures above the

temperature corresponding to the increase in the activation energy N2, CO, and CO2 were

formed. As the temperature was raised, the amount of CO2 that was formed decreased,

while the proportion of CO in the reaction products increased. They explained that

equation (2-12) was the main reaction occurring at lower temperatures and that CO

began to form according to either equation (2-13) or the reaction of carbon gasification

by CO2 at higher temperatures

C + CO2 2C0 (2-18)

Furusawa et al. [40] also studied NO reduction by char and CO and compared the

results with that of NO reduction by char. They proposed the reaction mechanisms

based on a two temperature range. At a higher temperature range, the significantly larger

value of the activation energy, compared with the value at the lower temperature suggests

the existence of two competing parallel reaction schemes, possibly reactions (2-16) and

(2-17). The increase of CO in the products with increasing temperature may be

explained by the enhanced rate of the carbon-consuming reaction (2-17). The increased

contribution of the catalytic reaction with increasing partial pressure of CO may be

attributed to the increased rate of reaction (2-16). The transition temperature from

reaction (2-16) to reaction (2-17) rises with increasing partial pressure of CO. At a lower
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temperature range, the rate of NO reduction increases in the presence of CO. Since CO is

a specie which effectively removes chemisorbed oxygen, the rate is enhanced by the

elimination of surface oxide complex over this temperature range, where the desorption

of chemisorbed oxygen controls the rate of NO reduction. The value of the activation

energy at the enhanced rate was approximately the same as that of the carbon-consuming

reaction of NO over this temperature range. For the reduction of NO in the absence of

CO, the ratio of CO /CO2 is reduced to zero over this lower temperature range. Thus, the

fundamental reaction which produces CO, in the absence of CO may be :

C(0) + NO CO2 + z N2 (2-19)

Thus reactions (2-16) and (2-19) may be two parallel reaction paths, determined by either

the presence or absence of CO. Their proposed reaction schemes are summarized in

Table 2-1 and shown schematically in Figure 2-1.

Table 2-1 Proposed reaction mechanisms [40]

Temperature range Pc/P,, = 0 PoRN0 >>1

1194-973 K

Carbon-consuming reaction

Products : CO2, CO, N2

Cf + NO => C(0) + 1/2N2

C(0) => CO
Catalytic reaction(carbon not consumed)

Products : CO2, N2

C(0) + CO => CO2 + Cf

Cf + NO => C(0) + 1/2 N2

773-953 K

Carbon-consuming reaction

Products : CO2, N2

Cf + NO => C(0)+1/2N2

C(0) + NO => 1/2N2 + CO2
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ln(K')

C(0) => CO

Transition
Temperature

C(0) + CO => CO2+Cf

C(0) + NO => 1/2N2 + CO2

1/T

Figure 2-1 Schematic representation for transitions of mechanisms [40]

The catalytic effects of alkali metal salts on the gasification of coal char have

been known for many year [25,26]. Kapteijn et al. [41] studied reduction of NO over

alkali metal-carbon systems and reported that NO can effectively be reduced by alkali

metals on a carbon support and that the activity increases with atomic number :

Na<K<Cs. They also found that the CO2 /CO ratio is high at low temperatures and

decreases with increasing temperature.

Taylor and Morris [18] reported that the oil shale char, containing more than 90%

minerals of which calcium is the major constituent, reduces NO to a much greater extent

than any other coal char. Complete NO reduction was observed at about 500 °C with an

activation energy of 58.6 kJ/mol for the process.
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Schuler et al. [42] studied this reaction in a fixed-bed reactor. The kinetics of the

reaction was determined in the temperature range from 400 to 750 °C. By fitting the

effectiveness factor of different particle sizes, the effective diffusivity of NO was

calculated to be 3.5*10^-5 cm2/s. An average reaction order of 0.6 was determined in the

NO concentration range from 20 ppm to 400 ppm. The initial rates were fitted by a

Langmuir-Hinshelwood type equation taking reactions (2-15) and (2-17) into account.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

3.1 System Equipment
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A schematic diagram of the experimental system is shown in Figure 3-1. The

details of each equipment in this experiment are as follows:

Reactor

The reactor used in this study is a fixed-bed reactor. It is a quartz glass tube with

a 1.3 cm inside diameter and 90 cm long. A fitted quartz glass is fixed in the center of

the reactor to support the char sample. Quartz wool is placed between the char and the

flitted quartz glass in order to protect fritted quartz glass. After each experiment, hot

water is used to clean the reactor.

Thermocouple

The thermocouple in this experiment is a OMEGA K type stainless steel

thermocouple, with a temperature range -200 to 1250 °C, placed just above the char bed.

Temperature Controller

The temperature controller is a micro processor based (OMEGA CN 76000) with

solid state relay output.
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a : Flowmeter

b : Electric furnace

c : Reactor tube, 1.3 cm I.D.

d : Temperature controller

e : Cooling tube

f: Heating tape

g : CO nondispersive infrared analyzer

h : CO2 nondispersive infrared analyzer

i : Chemiluminescent NO/NO gas analyzer

j : Multichannel chart recorder

k : Fourier transform infrared spectrometer

1: Thermocouple

Figure 3-1 : Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus
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Furnace

The furnace used in this experiment is manufactured by Hevi-Duty Electric

Company. The maximum temperature is 1100 °C. The maximum operating temperature

in the experiments was about 800 °C

Rotameters

The rotatmeters in this experiment are standard 150 mm flow meters with high

resolution value. The non-glass components of the rotameters were 316 stainless steel

used for CO, He, and NO. The accuracy of these rotameters is ± 2%. The flow meter

calibration curves are shown in Appendix A.

Heating Tape and Input Controller

The heating tape used in this experiment was thermolyne flexible heating tape.

The input controller is thermolyne type 45500 input controller.

Tubing

There were two types of tubing used in this experiment, both of them with a 1/4

inch outside diameter. One was polyethylene tubing which was used for gas lines which

were at room temperature. The other was Teflon tubing which was used for heating lines

and the outlet line from the reactor.
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Cooling Tube

The function of the cooling tube used in this experiment, described in Figure 3-2,

is to cool the outlet stream exiting the reactor down to room temperature.

Data Acquisition

An IBM personal computer was used to control and monitor the equipment. An

OMEGA WB-ASC data acquisition and control board, purchased from OMEGA

Engineering, Inc., was installed in the PC. The computer receives the information which

is in the form of voltage from various measurement sensors. The data is recorded on a

hard disk and is also displayed continuously on the monitor at the same time.

Bypass System

The by-pass system was used to calibrate the NO, CO, and CO2 IR analyzers.

water in

outlet from reactor

Figure 3-2 Cooling tube

water out
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3.2 Analysis Equipment

Gas Chromatograph

The Gas Chromatograph (GC) used in this experiment was a Carle series 100

ACG. It has two injection ports, one of which is equipped with a sampling loop, uses He

carrier gas, and has an isothermal oven which was set at a temperature of 85 °C. The

column used in the GC was six feet Molecular Sieve 5A. The detector was a thermal

conductivity detector (TCD). The output from the TCD is routed to a HP integrator,

which plots the voltage signals and calculates peak areas. Nitrogen calibration curve is

shown in Appendix D.

Capillary Electrophoresis System

The capillary electrophoresis system (CES) used in this experiment was

purchased from Dionex Corporation with UV and fluorescent detector. The capillary

used is a conventional coated fused-silica capillary with 50 cm x 50 iirn I.D. The CES is

an equipment used to determine ion concentration based on capillary electrophoresis.

Capillary electrophoresis is a simple, high resolution technique which separates ions

based on their relative velocity in an applied electric field. Ions with high charge-to mass

ratios have the greatest migrational velocity in an electric field, and these are detected

first. Ions with lower charge-to mass ratios have a lower migrational velocity and are

detected later. Sodium, potassium, and chloride, as well as most of the inorganic cation

and anions, have no optical absorbance. In order to detect them, indirect photometric
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detection is used. When using the indirect absorbance method with capillary

electrophoresis, an absorbing ion is incorporated in the electrolyte to provide a

background signal. Ions present in the sample will displace an absorbing ion in the

electrolyte and result is a negative peak. The negative peaks are then inverted to positive

signals in the screen for better visualization.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer

The furrier transform infrared spectrometer (Fu R) used in this experiment is a

Bomem MB 100 mid IR FIIR spectrometer purchased from Advanced Fuel Research,

Inc. (AFR). CO, CO and NO calibration curves are shown in Appendix B. The

equipment has the following capabilities:

Bomem MB 100 mid IR 1411R spectrometer ( variable resolution to 1 cm -1) with side

parallel output KBr window

Mercury cadmium telluride detector with AFR linearized preamplifier circuit for

increased sensitivity

Software for resolution of spectra and quantitative analysis of multicomponent gases,

IR spectra library and search software.

Four beams, open architecture, signal/noise ration of 1400/1, capable of 20

scans/second, and time-resolve software.
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NO Analyzer

The NO analyzer used in this experiment was a Thermo Electron's Model 10A

Pack-Mounted Chemiluminescent NO-NOR Gas Analyzer purchased from Thermo

Environmental Instruments Inc. It can continue to measure NO-NOx with an eight linear,

full-scale range from 2.5 to 10000 ppm and include a NO2-to-NO Converter for the

thermal conversion of nitrogen dioxide to nitric oxide for subsequent measurement via

the chemiluminescent process. This analyzer has a 0.1 ppm sensitivity, ± 1% accuracy,

continuous monitoring with 1.5 second response time, linear output on all ranges and

from range to range, and also excellent stability.

CO and CO2 IR Analyzer

The CO and CO2 IR Analyzer used in this experiment was a Riken Infrared Gas

Analyzer Model RI-550A purchased from CEA Instruments Inc. The measuring principle

is nondispersive infrared absorption and the response time is less than 10 seconds for a

90% response. Zero and span drift are less than 2% and reproducibility is within ± 2% of

full scale at constant temperature. For low range measurement, the full scale is 10000

ppm. For high range measurement, the full scale is 5%. CO and CO2 calibration curves

are shown in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

4.1 Materials

Two carbonaceous materials were used in this study : black liquor char and

activated carbon.

Black Liquor Char

The kraft black liquor char (BLC) used for this study was produced by the

pyrolysis of a liquor obtained from Champion International's Canton mill located in

Canton, NC at a temperature of 950 °C in a black-liquor reactor at the Institute of Paper

Science Technology (IPST). The details of the char preparations are described in [43].

The BLC was then ground and sieved to the desired size range. The particle size of the

BLC was collected in the range of 125-250 gm.

Activated Carbon

The activated carbon used in this study was purchased from Fisher and it

originally had 75 to 300 1.tm particle size. After passing through a sieve, the activated

carbon was collected at the size range 125 to 250 pm. This activated carbon contains 5%

ash and it has a surface area of 1150 m2/g.
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Gases

The gases used in this experiment were He, CO, and NO purchased as pressurized

gases with the following concentrations :

NO : 2050 ppm and 531 ppm in He

CO : 5% in He

He : 100%

4.2 Preliminary Experiment- Sodium Sulfate Reduction

A black liquor char bed is formed at the bottom of a chemical recovery furnace

after drying, pyrolysis, and partial gasification of a spray of concentrated black liquor

droplets. Black liquor char (BLC) consists mainly of a mixture of carbon, Na2CO3,

Na2S, and Na2SO4. In a kraft recovery furnace, the char bed provides a reducing

atmosphere for the conversion of Na2SO4 to Na2S. Thus, the char in a kraft recovery

furnace that would react with NO, contains Na2S, not Na2SO4. The black liquor char,

however, contained Na2SO4. In order to simulate the reducing atmosphere in the later

study the reduction efficiency of sodium sulfate during pyrolysis of BLC in an

atmosphere of helium or carbon monoxide and helium was investigated. Three selected

pyrolysis experiments were performed to determine thermal treatment conditions

necessary to reduce Na2SO4 and ensure a sufficient amount of carbon in the reduced char.

The first pyrolysis experiment was performed in an inert atmosphere and the temperature

was held at 700 °C for 30 minutes. The second pyrolysis experiment was performed by

using 5% CO instead of He after the temperature reached 500 °C and holding the
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temperature at 677 °C for 30 minutes. The third pyrolysis experiment was the same as

the second experiment except that the temperature was held at 700 °C for 40 minutes.

Experimental Procedure

After about 0.3g of BLC was added to the fixed-bed reactor, the system was

purged with He at 15 cm3/sec for 10 minutes. The furnace temperature was raised from

20 0C to the reduction temperature at a rate of 15 °C/min under 10 cm3/sec of He. The

CO and CO2 concentrations were measured continuously with IR analyzers and recorded

by the multichannel chart recorder. For the second and the third experiment, 5% CO was

introduced when the temperature reached 500 °C. At the end of the each experiment the

reaction was quenched by cooling the reactor below 500 °C within one minute. The 5%

CO gas feed was stopped and the system was purged with He at 15 cm3/sec. When the

reactor temperature reached room temperature, the reduced char was immediately moved

out from the reactor and weighed, then dissolved in a 10 mM mannite solution with less

than two minutes of air exposure to minimize the oxidation. Within the two minutes the

sample was put into a sample vial and then moved into the CES for the analysis of

sulfide, sulfate, sulfite, and tiosulfate, A small amount of H202 was then added to a

fraction of the solution to oxidize all sulfur to sulfate in order to measure total sulfur,

again with the CES.
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43 Determination of Physical and Chemical Properties of the Black Liquor Char

Black liquor char analysis

The raw char and the reduced char from the third pyrolysis experiment were sent

to the Weyerhaeuser Company Analytical Laboratory in Tacoma, WA for analysis of C,

H, N, and carbonate. The inorganic ions in the solids, such as sodium, chloride,

potassium, sulfate, sulfide, sulfite, thiosulfate, and total sulfur were measured with a

Dionex CES equipped with a UV and fluorescent detector. The reproducibility is within

2% and accuracy is within 3%. The details of the method are described in Appendix I.

Surface area, pore volume, and pore size distribution analysis

The internal surface area, pore volume, and pore size distribution of the black

liquor char were measured at the Colorado School of Mines, Chemical Engineering and

Petroleum Refining Department by using the N2 physical adsorption method (BET).

Prior to the measurement the sample was heated for degasification at 200 °C.

4.4 Experiment for NO Reduction by Carbon

Investigation of carbon consumption during experiment

In order to neglect the difference between the amounts of carbon present before

and after the experiments, a low NO concentration, 500 ppm, was used in the

experiments for the kinetics study of NO reduction by BLC or activated carbon. To
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investigate the carbon consumption of black liquor char, two samples were sent to the

Weyerhaeuser Company for analysis of. carbon. One sample was reduced char, which is

char just before NO reduction reaction but after the thermal treatment. The other sample

was the residue from a selected experiment which was conducted by using 531 ppm NO

at the highest temperature studied and the lowest flow rate studied for 15 minutes.

Investigation of transport processes resistance

To test the importance of film diffusion to the particles, selected runs were

performed at identical residence time but different gas velocity, achieved by doubling

both the gas flow rate and the weight of carbonaceous solids at the highest temperature

studied. To test the importance of pore diffusion, selected runs were performed by using

smaller particle size. The rate data obtained were also tested for film mass transfer and

pore diffusion limitations by using the Mears' criterion and the Weisz-Prater criterion.

Experimental conditions

In order to determine the dependence of the NO/black liquor char reaction on NO

concentration, selected experiments were made by using different inlet NO

concentrations and flow rates at 550 °C. Integral analysis was used to determine the

reaction order.

The reaction rate constant and activation energy were determined by varying the

flow rate of NO-He mixed gas entering the reactor tube and measuring the rate of change
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in the concentration of NO leaving the tube at different temperatures. The input

variables and their range used are listed in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Experimental conditions for NO reduction by carbon

Carbon type Amount, Temp. Particle size, Cb,.., Flow rate,

g range, °C
111111 ppm cm3/sec

BLC 0.151 450-650 125-250 500-2050 5-10

Activated carbon 0.202 450-650 125-250 2050 5-10

Integral analysis of a fixed bed reactor

Consider first the fixed bed reactor shown in Figure 4-1 in which the solid

particles constitute or contain one of the reactants, while a second reactant is in the fluid

phase. In this study, we can neglect any radial variations in concentration, temperature

distribution within the bed, and any volume change during reaction and assume that the

bed is operated at steady rate. The following symbols will be used in developing the

model [47]:

Ac AV

Figure 4-1 Fixed Bed Reactor

Ac = cross-section area of the tube, cm2

CNO = bulk gas concentration of NO, mol/cm3

pb = bulk density of the catalyst bed, g/cm3

V. = volumetric flow rate, cm3/s



U = superficial velocity = Vo/Ac, cm/s

WNO = molar flux of species NO, mol/cm2s

-rNO = rate of disappearance of NO per mass of catalyst, mol/gs

w = weight of catalyst, g

Sa = BET surface area per unit mass of catalyst, cm2/g

A mole balance on the volume element (AcdZ) yields

[ rate in ] [ rate out ] + [ rate of formation of NO = 0

AcWNoz Iz AcWNoz lz+dz +rN'0pbAcaz =o

Dividing by AcdZ and taking the limit as dZ to zero yields

dwNoz
4-1.NoPb =0
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(4-11)

Because NO is present in very dilute concentrations, we can assume that the total

concentration is constant. The molar flux equation can be expressed as

WNOZ =DNO-He
dCNO +

NOdZ

Equation (4-1) can be written in the form

2C dC
+ rNopb = 0

No 'NO uDNO-He
d

dz2 (4-2)

For plug flow, the term DNo_lle (d2C NO / dZ 2) can be neglected. Equation (4-2) becomes

U p =0NO b (4-3)

The overall reaction rate can be related to the rate of reaction of NO that would exist if

the entire surface were exposed to the bulk concentration CNO, through the overall

effectiveness factor ri
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actual overall reaction rate
1 = rate that would result if the entire surface were

exposed to the bulk concentration CNO

= 1'14(01 (4-4)
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For a first-order reaction,

= rIkSaCN0 (4-5)

Combining equations (4-3), (4-4), and (4-5), we form the differential equation with a

first-order reaction in a catalyst bed :

dC
az

No
U +ipbkS.CN0 =0

With the aid of the boundary conditions at the entrance of the reactor,

(4-6)

CNO = CNOin at Z = 0

Equation (4-6) can be integrated to give

(P bkSaTIZ) /U
C NO = C NOin e (4-7)

Equation (4-7) can be rewritten as

ln C No' p bL
(4-8)-1n(1-X) = ( =rikS

a V

This is the performance equation of a first order reaction in a plug flow reactor.

Process description

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus was shown in Figure 3-1.

The experimental apparatus consisted of a 1.3 cm ID., quartz tube, the fixed bed reactor.

A bed of black liquor char or activated carbon particles was placed on quartz wool which
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which was held by a fritted quartz glass fixed at the center of the reactor tube. The

temperature was measured by the thermocouple placed inside the reactor just above the

char bed. The reactor was heated electrically by a tube furnace to 700 °C. The thermal

treatment was the same as the third preliminary experiment. 5% CO in He was

introduced when the temperature reached 500 °C. After holding the temperature at 700

°C for 40 minutes, the temperature was reduced to the required temperature. When the

temperature was stable, the flow of 5% CO was stopped and He was introduced into the

reactor. After a flow of 5 minutes to allow complete removal of CO from the system, the

reduction of NO was started by adding NO into reactor. During the course of an

experiment, reactants diluted in helium were continuously passed into the reactor. The

outlet stream from the reactor was cooled down by passing through a cooling tube. The

product stream was analyzed for CO and CO2 by nondispersive infrared analyzers, and

for NO using a chemiluminescence analyzer. The instruments were connected in series

and the responses were monitored by a multichannel chart recorder. More complete

analysis of the product gases was obtained by 1.11R.

4.5 Effect of CO on NO Reduction by Black Liquor Char

In order to study the effect of CO on the rate of NO reduction by char over the

studied temperature range, a series of experiments was carried out at CO/NO =100 with

different flow rates and temperatures. The experimental conditions are shown in Table

4-2.
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Table 4-2 Experimental conditions for NO reduction by char and CO

Amount of char, Temp. range, C,40. C.., Flow rate,

g °C ppm ppm cm3/s

0.06-0.2 450-650 410-500 500-40320 8-30

4.6 Measurement of Reaction Products

In order to investigate the products of the NO reduction reaction, selected

experiments were performed at high NO conversion condition by using high inlet NO

concentration which can reduced error on measurement. A Fourier Transform Infrared

spectrometer was used to measure CO, CO2, and NO. Gas chromatography was used to

measure N2.

Table 4-3 Experimental conditions for reaction products measurement

Reaction Amount, Temp. coin, Cam, Flow rate,

g °C ppm ppm CM3/S

NO/char 0.3 450, 500, 550, 2050 5

600, 625, 650

NO/CO/char 0.205 500, 600 1640 10080 10
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Blank Test
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In order to test the importance of any catalysis of the NO /CO reaction by the

quartz wool, fritted quartz glass or the reactor walls, a selected run was made by passing

a stream with a high concentration of NO and CO (N0=1640 ppm, CO=10080 ppm )

over the bed at 700 °C. The results in Figure 5-1 showed no detectable NO or CO

conversion. The initial concentrations of CO and NO are those measured in the

CO/NO/He mixture which bypasses the reactor. Because the reactor was initially purged

with He, the CO and NO concentrations drop sharply. The concentrations then return to

the initial levels when the mixture is passed through the bed. This result confirmed that

reduction of nitric oxide by carbon monoxide was not catalyzed by the quartz wool,

fitted quartz glass or the reactor walls.
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Figure 5-1 The blank test for NO=1640 ppm, CO=10080 ppm,

flow rate=15 cm3/s, and 700 °C

5.2 Preliminary Experiment- Sodium Sulfate Reduction

Three selected pyrolysis experiments were performed to determine better thermal

treatment conditions. The temperature in the reactor and the CO and CO2 emission

curves for the three pyrolysis experiments are shown in Figure 5-2, 5-3, 5-4. As can be

seen in these three figures, there were CO and CO2 emissions below 200 0C. These

emissions are similar to the weight loss below 200 °C in the Li and Van Heiningen [6]

paper. They explained that the weight loss below 200 °C is associated with water

evaporation of the hydroscopic solids and possible decomposition of NaHCO3 to

Na2CO3. In addition to these explanations, the desorption of adsorbed CO, CO, may also

contributed to these emissions. The pyrolysis of the organics takes place below 520 °C
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[25] and is represented by the emission of CO and CO2 between 200 and 520 °C in the

experiments. The CO and CO2 emissions above 520 °C in the inert atmosphere

experiment are probably caused by reactions between Na2SO4 and carbon.

Na2SO4 + 4C <=> Na2S + 4C0

Na2SO4 + 4C0 <=t. Na2S + 4CO2

Li [25] reported that the decomposition of Na2CO3 by carbon takes place above

675 °C. This agrees with Figure 5-2. There was a large amount of CO and CO2 emitted

above 675 °C. The observation that the BLC becomes partially white on the surface of

the char bed after the first pyrolysis experiment indicates that large of the carbon reacted

with Na2SO4, Na2CO3 or CO2. After changing He to 5% CO at 500 °C ( see Figure 5-3,

5-4 ), more CO2 was emitted above 500 °C and a larger amount of CO, emitted above

610 °C with rate of the CO, emission increasing with increasing temperatures. This CO2

emission was caused mainly by the reduction of Na2SO4 by CO and this reaction is fast

above 610 °C. This evidence agrees with Li [25]. He reported that the reduction of

sulfate with CO takes place above 610 °C. With the addition of CO, the following

reactions do not proceed as long as the CO concentration is higher than the equilibrium

CO concentration of each of these two reactions.

Na2CO3 + 2C = 2(Na)ads + 3(CO)ads

Na2CO3 + C = Na2O + 2(CO)ads

Li [25] reported that with the addition of CO, the decomposition of Na2CO3 by carbon

will be suppressed up to 800 °C.
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The sulfur composition of the raw char and the pyrolysis residues from the

experiments are shown in Table 5-1. The reduction efficiency in the table is defined as

follows

mole of Na
2

S
* 100%

mole of total S

CO and CO2 Emission During Pyrolysis of BLC

Figure 5-2 CO and CO2 emissions during pyrolysis of BLC in inert atmosphere

(first pyrolysis experiment)
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Figure 5-3 CO2 emission during pyrolysis in 5% CO atmosphere

(second pyrolysis experiment)
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Figure 5-4 CO2 emission during pyrolysis of BLC in 5%C0 atmosphere

(third pyrolysis experiment)
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In addition to Na,S, small amounts of sulfate, sulfite, and thiosulfate were also

present in the pyrolysis residue. However, it is uncertain whether S2032- and S032- were

present at the end of pyrolysis or whether they were subsequently formed from S2- by

oxidation during sample preparation before analysis. There are several reasons to believe

that the presence of 52032- and S032- at the end of pyrolysis is due to the subsequent

oxidation of S2-.

1. Na2S2O3 can not exist at temperatures above 600 °C.

2. The high internal surface area of the char, which eliminates the diffusion limitation

for the oxidation reaction.

3. The catalytic effect of the sodium-carbon matrix for sulfide oxidation [44].

4. Small amount of samples (0.05g).

Table 5-1 Sulfur composition of the pyrolysis residue and raw char

Exp. Condition Pyrolysis

Atmosphere

S2" /

Na2S
(%wt)

SO4 2- /

Na2SO4
(%wt)

S2032- /

Na2S203
(%wt)

S032- /

Na2S03
(%wt)

Reduction

Efficiency %

/Corrected %

raw char <0.1 14.6 / 0.51 / 0.98 /

21.4 1.72 1.54

1 30 min. at He 5.36 / 8.17 / <0.1 / 0.97 / 63 / 68

700 °C 13.07 12.08 <0.1 1.53

2 30 min. at He + CO 5/ 7.41 / 0.81 / 1.59 / 60 / 70

677 °C 5% CO 12.19 10.96 1.14 2.5

3 40 min. at He + CO 8.77/ 1.42/ 0.14 / 1.0 / 91 / 95

700 °C 5% CO 21.38 2.1 0.2 1.58
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If the S2032- and S032- are due to oxidation of Na2S after the experiments the

reduction efficiencies will increase. The corrected reduction efficiencies were calculated

based on these assumptions and also shown in Table 5-1. 95% sulfate reduction was

obtained when BLC was held at 700 °C for 40 minutes. This thermal treatment was used

in the later kinetic study of NO reduction by char.

5.3 Physical and Chemical Properties of the Employed Materials

The materials used in this study were black liquor char and activated carbon. The

physical properties of these two materials are listed in Table 5-2. The activated carbon

contains 5% ash but the composition of the ash is unknown. The elemental and chemical

analysis for black liquor char are given in Table 5-3. The reduced char represents the

char after the thermal treatment.

Table 5-2 Physical properties of the employed materials

material dp,p,m pb, g/cm3 S, m2/g A lc, cm3/g

black liquor char 125-250 0.2 14.5 300 3.255

activated carbon 125-250 0.472 1150 -

Note : dP : diameter of particle
r. : pore radius

P : bed density
V, : pore volume

S. : surface area

Table 5-3 Chemical and elemental analysis of black liquor char

chemical analysis, wt%

material [S071] [S=] [S,Od [K+] Fixed C

raw char 14.5 < 0.1 0.98 0.51 29.9 1.6 34.6 8.8

reduced char 1.42 8.78 0.99 0.14 33.5 2.1 38.8 7.6
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Table 5-3 Continued

elemental analysis, wt%

material C H O S N Na K Cl

raw char 14.8 1.9 40.3 5.6 0.33 34.6 1.6 0.9

reduced char 14.3 1.1 33.6 9.8 < 0.1 38.8 2.1 0.2

5.4 Experimental Conditions

Reproducibility

The reproducibility of the experiments was tested by repeating an experiment of

NO reduction by black liquor char at same condition. The concentrations of NO shown

in Figure 5-5 indicate excellent agreement between the two runs.

500

400

E
3000

200

100

0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Time(sec)
400

Figure 5-5 The reproducibility of the outlet NO concentration for two repeated runs

(531 ppm NO, 550 °C, 0.2g char, and 40 cm3/s)
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Uniform temperature in the bed

Because the bed was located centrally within the electric furnace, the reactor

diameter was 1.3 cm, the bed height was about 0.5-0.7 cm, and the concentration used

for these experiments was extremely low, 500 ppm, the effect of a non uniform

temperature distribution within the bed due to heat of reaction could be assumed

negligible.

Plug flow

In order to assume that the flow within a fixed bed reactor is plug flow, it has

been suggested in [45] that the bed height must be much greater than the diameter of the

packed particles. In the present series of experiments the height of the fixed bed was

about 30 times larger than the diameter of the packed particles. Therefore, gas flow

through the inter particle spaces was assumed to be plug flow.

Investigation of carbon consumption during reaction

As the reaction proceeds, the reduction of NO by char or activated carbon will

decrease as a result of the decreasing holdup of the carbon. To reduce this consideration,

a low total NO concentration, less than 500 ppm, was employed in the kinetic

experiments. To investigate the carbon consumption of black liquor char, two samples

were sent to the Weyerhaeuser Company for analysis of total carbon and carbonate. The
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results given in Table 5-4 showed that about 2% of the carbon present in the char was

consumed by reacting with NO ( 531 ppm concentration ) at the highest temperature

studied for 15 minutes. Thus, the difference between the amounts of carbon present

before and after the experiments was negligibly small. The holdup of carbon particles

can be assumed constant during the time interval required for the experiment.

Table 5-4 Carbon consumption test

material Total carbon,

wt%

carbonate,

wt%

Fixed carbon,

wt%

reduced char 14.4 34.4 7.52

residue char 14.5 35.7 7.36

5.5 Measurement of Reaction Rate

The outlet NO concentration as a function of time for typical NO/char

experiments at 550 °C are given in Figure 5-6. The initial concentration of NO is

measured in the NO/He mixture which bypasses the reactor. When the mixture is passed

through the bed the NO concentration suddenly decreases and then increases to the steady

state level. The reactor was initially purged with He and the decrease in NO

concentration is partly due to this. Adsorption of NO on the char may also contribute to

the decrease. The following discussion deals with the kinetics of the reaction after steady

state has been achieved.
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Figure 5-6 NO concentration profiles for NO/char reaction at 550 °C

The interpretation of the experimental data was based on the following

relationship derived from mole balance, assuming first order reaction, on the fixed bed

reactor when the reaction reached steady state. The detailed derivation was shown in

Chapter 4.

-1n(1- X) = ilcSa(-w (5-1)

This equation gives the relationship between the conversion and the reaction rate constant

for one-dimensional integral flow reactor.
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First order reaction test

Confirmation for the first-order reaction assumption was obtained from the

variation of the inlet NO concentration and flow rate at 550 °C. The results are shown in

Figure 5-7. Data covering inlet NO concentrations from 500 to 2050 ppm and weight

times (w/V.), from 0.0055 to 0.011 gs/cm3 are correlated by a single line which follows

the functional relationship in equation (5-1). NO conversion is independent of the inlet

NO concentration which is also typical for a first order reaction. This suggests that the

NO/black liquor char reaction is first order with respect to NO. The first order

dependence is in agreement with the results reported by other investigators 27,34,37 ]

for NO reduction by other carbonaceous materials.

"r 0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

o NO=2050 ppm
NO=1500 ppm

0 NO=1025 ppm
NO --500 ppm

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008
wNo, gs/cm3

0.01 0.012

Figure 5-7 Test for a first-order reaction of NO reduction by char at 550 °C
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Investigation of transport processes resistance on the overall rate

To ensure that the measured rates were truly chemically controlled, the rate data

obtained was tested for film mass transfer and pore diffusion limitations by both

experiments and calculations. The experiments were performed by doubling both the gas

flow rate and the packed length of the carbonaceous solids at the highest temperature

studied and by using smaller particle size. The calculations were done by using the

Mears' criterion and the Weisz-Prater criterion. The results in Table 5-5 showed that, in

the film mass transfer test, the steady state NO conversions at the highest temperature

studied were independent of the gas flow rate at a fixed weight time (same w/V.), Film

mass transfer limitation is expected to be even less important at lower temperatures. For

pore diffusion test, the NO conversions were slightly lower with a smaller particle size.

This indicates that the pore diffusion limitations are not important. The slightly lower

NO conversion with the smaller particle size is probably due to channeling inside the

bed. The molar volume of solid Na2S is smaller than Na2SO4 and sintering may occur

during the thermal treatment. These may contribute to the channeling effect.

Table 5-5 Testing for film mass transfer and pore diffusion limitation

Film mass transfer limitation test at 650 °C, 125-250 pm

material amount

w, g

flow rate

V., cm3/s

NO ,ppm
inlet outlet

cony.

X, %

Mears'

criterion

Weisz-Prater

criterion

black

liquor char

0.05 4.0 500 68 86.4 1.0*10-3 0.069

0.1 7.9 500 70 86 5.5*10-4 0.069

activated

carbon

0.202 5.0 2050 1538 25 1.8*10-4 0.014

0.402 10 2050 1541 24.8 1.0*10-4 0.014

Note : the Mear's criterion < 0 15, no film mass transfer limitation
the Weisz-Prater criterion << 1, no pore diffusion limitation
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Table 5-5 Continued

Pore diffusion limitation test

material temp.

°C

particle size

Ilm

amount

g

flow rate

cm3/s

NO ,ppm
inlet outlet

cony.

X, %

black

liquor char

625 125-250 0.2 20 531 132 75.1

625 < 63 0.2 20 531 147 72.3

activated

carbon

650 125-250 0.202 5 2050 1538 25

650 < 63 0.202 5 2050 1648 19.6

The calculation of the Mears' criterion and the Weisz-Prater criterion also showed

that neither film mass transfer nor pore diffusion were important factors in determining

the overall reaction rates at these experimental conditions. Thus, the effectiveness factor

can be eliminated from the equation (1), (q=1). Detailed calculations of the Mears'

criterion and the Weisz-Prater criterion are shown in Appendix G and H.

Calculation of the reaction rate constant k

The relationships between w/V0 and -1n(1-X) for black liquor char and activated

carbon at different temperatures are shown in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9. It can be seen

from these graphs that there was a linear relationship between w/V0 and -1n(1-X), within

the range of these experiments. The fact, taken in conjunction with the fact that film

resistance is also negligible, shows that the reaction of NO by black liquor char or

activated carbon is a first order reaction with respect to NO concentration, over the entire

temperature range studied.
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Figure 5-8 Integral analysis of the reaction data for NO/char reaction
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Figure 5-9 Integral analysis of the reaction data for NO/activated carbon reaction
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The values of the reaction rate constant kSa at various temperatures for the

reduction of NO by the black liquor char or the activated carbon can then be determined

from the slopes of the graphs in Figures 5-8 and 5-9. The internal surface area of the

black liquor char, S, as measured by N2 BET method is 14.5 m2/g. The surface area of

the activated carbon is 1150 m2/g

The reaction rates for both types of carbon are compared with those of Furusawa

et al. [33] and Chan et al. [27] in Figure 5-10. The reaction rate constant k shown in

Table 5-10 is based on the total surface area of the particle and provides a basis for

comparing intrinsic reactivities of various carbonaceous solids. The rate of NO/black

liquor char reaction is three orders of magnitude faster than that of the other

carbonaceous sources.
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Furusawa et al.[33], Japanese coal char
o Chan et al.[27], Deashed Montana char
A Present study, Activated carbon

Chan et al.[27], Montana lignite char
Present study, Black liquor char

Figure 5-10 Comparison of NO reduction rate by various types of char
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The activation energies for these different carbonaceous sources were

approximately the same over this temperature range, from 450 °C to 650 °C. It is

possible that the reaction mechanism is the same but that there are differences in catalyst

sites i.e. different metals or different metal/carbon ratios. It has been reported that alkali

metals catalyze the NO-carbon reaction [18]. Black liquor char has a very high Na/C

ratio and shows a very high reactivity in the NO reduction reaction. This may be

explained by very fine dispersion of sodium throughout the carbon matrix as a result of

formation of the char from a liquor precursor [6,7].

5.6 Measurement of Reaction Products

NO/char reaction

The gaseous reaction products that were formed at six different temperatures were

analyzed in the case of black liquor char. Figure 5-11 shows the results of on-line

measurements of CO, CO, and NO by IR and chemiliminescence analyzers. It is seen

that the reaction products approach steady state within 5 minutes. More complete

analysis was obtained by 1, 11R and GC, and the results are shown in Table 5-6. The

amounts of char and the flow rate used in these experiments were 0.3 g and 5.72 cm3/s.
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Figure 5-11 CO, CO2, NO distribution from the NO/char reaction at 625 °C, continually

analyzed for CO, CO2 by lR analyzers, for NO by a chemiliminescence analyzer

As Table 5-6 indicates, the major gaseous reaction products were N2 and CO, in

the entire temperature range studied, from 450 to 650 °C. Very little CO appeared in the

product gases at this temperature range. The amount of CO increased with temperature

and no CO detected at 450 °C. The CO /CO2 ratio increased above 625 °C. This agrees

with the measurements for coal char, Furusawa et al. [33].

Table 5-6 also shows the material closures for nitrogen and oxygen. The closures

for both elements were excellent at temperature above 600 °C. The closures were not as

good at lower temperatures and they were poorer for oxygen. it is possible that, at lower

temperature, the steady state was not reached when the gas sample was taken and the
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reactant NO combined with the carbon on the surface of the char to form an oxygen-

carbon complex. This would explain the lower material balance closures.

Table 5-6 Observed reaction products for NO/char reaction, analyzed by 1-.1112 for CO,

CO2, and NO and by GC for N2.

Temp.

, °C

CNoin,

, ppm

CNoout

, ppm

reaction , products , ppm

CO CO2 N2

material balance (%)

N 0
450 2050 862 0 95 322 73.6 51.4

500 2050 369 60 320 593 76.0 52.3

550 2050 146 62 570 802 85.4 65.9

600 2050 73 74 820 945 95.8 87.3

625 2050 16 71 958 996 98.0 97.8

650 2050 0 144 958 984 96.1 100.4

Note : (a) Oxygen balance is computed as ( C0+2*CO2+NOout)/NOin*100%
(b) Nitrogen balance is computed as ( NOout+2*N2)/NOin* 1 00 %

NO/CO/char reaction

To investigate the reaction products of the NO/CO/char reaction, two experiments

were performed at CO/N0=6.1 ( CO=10080 ppm, NO=1640 ppm) at 500 °C and 600

°C. The results are shown in Table 5-7.

The results shown in Table 5-7 indicate that the amount of CO2 formed by these

experiments was about the same as the amounts of both CO and NO consumed. This

indicates that the use of CO reduced the consumption of carbon to approximately zero

and that the char provided a catalytic surface for NO reduction by CO.
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Table 5-7 Observed reaction products for NO/CO/char reaction (N0=1640 ppm,

CO=10080 ppm, 0.205 g, 10 en-13/s).

Temp. 0C CNo,-CN00 ppm Ccoin-Ccoot, ppm Co:now ppm

500 890 1150 1050

600 1420 1480 1420

5.7 Effect of CO on NO Reduction by Black Liquor Char

Figure 5-12 shows that the rate of NO reduction is increased with increasing CO

concentration at a fixed NO concentration at 550 °C. This was also found for other chars

by Chan [27] and Furusawa [40]. The NO concentration used was 500 ppm and the CO

concentration varied from 0 to 10000 ppm.
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Figure 5-12 Effect of inlet CO/NO ratio on the NO/char reaction at 550 °C
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In order to evaluate the relative importance of the NO/CO/char reaction and

NO/char reaction, selected experiments were performed by changing the gas flow rate

and keeping the ratio of CO/NO at 100. The concentrations of NO and CO were 410

ppm and 40320 ppm, respectively. In this case, the concentration of CO in the bed can

be treated as constant. The rate was evaluated by assuming that the surface catalyzed

reaction was also first order with respect to NO concentration. By using equation (5-1),

Figure 5-13 indicates that ln(1 -x) is linearly dependent on w/Vo. Thus the reaction in

the presence of CO could also be analyzed as a first order reaction with respect to NO.

Figure 5-13 Integral analysis of the reaction data for NO/CO/char reaction

(N0=410 ppm, CO=40320 ppm)

The rates of NO/CO/char reaction obtained, together with the previous results for

NO/char and NO/activated carbon reaction are shown in Figure 5-14 and Table 5-8. A
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significantly enhanced rate of NO reduction was observed, which agrees with the

findings of Chan [27] and Furusawa [40]. The rate of NO reduction by black liquor char

was enhanced by CO by a factor of 2.5 with 40320 ppm CO. The activation energy is

about the same in these three cases.

-2

-6

105 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 1.4

NO/CO/char, [CO] = 40320 ppm

Ea=73.4 kJ/mol

NO/char

NO/activated carbon

Ea=573 kJ/mol

Ea=73.3 kJ/mol

-16

1/T*10000, 1/K

Figure 5-14 Comparison of reaction rate for NO/char, NO/activated carbon, and

NO/CO/char reaction

Table 5-8 Reaction rate constant obtained by the present investigation

Temperature,

°C

NO/char

k*106, cm/s

NO/activated carbon

k*106, cm/s

NO/CO/char

k*106, cm/s

451 312.4 0.14 773.8

501 618.6 0.24 1525.5

551 1064.8 0.41 2835.9

601 2026.2 0.81 7296.6

625 2535.9 1.27

652 3697.2 1.93 9301.4
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5.8 Proposed Mechanism

The above results of the NO/char and NO/CO/char reaction can be rationalized by

the following kinetic scheme. This mechanism is similar to that of black liquor char

gasification with CO, [45]. NO is first adsorbed on an unoxidized catalyst site(*).

Because of the high Na/C ratio in the black liquor char, sodium may be a catalyst site (*).

NO +* <=> *NO (5-2)

The adsorbed NO decomposes with a rapid surface diffusion of the dissociated atom to

form N2.

*NO +*NO <=>2*0 +N, (5-3)

Oxygen is transferred from the oxidized catalyst site to a neighboring free carbon site

(Cf) to form a strongly chemisorbed oxygen complex.

*0 + Cf 41+ C(0) (5-4)

For the reduction of NO by char in the absence of CO, CO, is the major product over the

lower temperature range. Thus the fundamental reactions which can interpret this

observation may be as follows:

2C(0) = C f + C(02 ) (5-5)

C(0 ) = CO2 (5-6)

The sum of these four reactions is the carbon-consuming reaction.

2NO+Cf CO, +N2 (5-7)
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The appearance of CO in the products at the higher temperature range suggests that there

may be another reaction which competes with reactions (5-5) and (5-6). This reaction

may be as follows:

C(0) = CO (5-8)

Therefore, the overall reaction is

NO + p)C,
2

)CO, + fC0 +
2 N22

(5-9)

With temperatures above 650 °C, the amount of CO increases and reaction (5-8) may be

dominant.

For the reduction of NO by char in the presence of CO, the rate was significantly

enhanced by CO and the carbon consumption was reduced to nearly zero. The

enhancement of the rate by CO may due to the reduction of the chemisorbed oxygen

complex over this temperature range. This reaction may be as follows:

C(0) + CO = CO2 + Cf (5-10)

The sum of the reactions (5-2), (5-3), (5-4), (5-10) is the CO catalytic reaction.

NO + CO CO2 + 1 N2 (10)



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

68

The NO reduction by black liquor char was investigated in this study at

temperatures between 450 and 650 °C. The conclusions of this study can be summarized

as follows.

1. The reaction rate was first order with respect to NO concentration over the entire

range of temperature studied.

2. Significant reduction (about 34%) of NO was observed at 450 °C, with almost

complete reduction (about 99%) at 650 °C.

3. The activation energy for NO/char, NO/activated carbon, and NO/CO/char reaction

are about the same but the rate of NO/char reaction is much faster than that of

NO/activated carbon reaction.

4. For NO/char reaction, the major reaction products were N2 and CO,. Very little CO

(about 65 ppm) appeared in the product gases. No CO was detected at 450 °C. The

CO /CO2 ratio increased above 625 °C.

5. In the presence of CO, the rate of NO reduction by char was significantly increased.

CO reduced carbon consumption to zero. This is a catalytic reduction of NO by CO

over char surface.

6. The enhancement of CO on NO reduction by char is increased with an increased CO

concentratins at 550 °C.
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7. The reaction of NO by black liquor char is so rapid that it is expected to contribute to

the reduction of NO in a recovery furnace. In particular, it is expected to eliminate

all NO formed from N in the char.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Following are some of the recommendations for future studies in order to make

this investigation more complete.

1. The effect of H2 on the NO reduction by black liquor char.

2. The effect of water vapor on the NO reduction by black liquor char.

3. The effect of CO, on the NO reduction by black liquor char.

4. Investigation of NO reduction by black liquor char at a higher temperature range.

5. Investigation of the kinetics of sodium-catalyzed effect on NO reduction by black

liquor char.

6. Investigation of NO reduction by fume species.
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Appendix A-Flowmeter Calibration Curves

160
Flowmeter Calibration Curve

140 R2=0.9972

120

100

60

40

20

0

y = -0.002x2+ 2.5063x +7.6421

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Row, cm 3/sec

Figure A-1 N082-03ST Flowmeter Calibration Curve

Figure A-2 N112-02ST Flowmeter Calibration Curve

Note : Float material : 316 Stainless steel, Metered Fluid : He
Metering Temperature : 20 °C
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Appendix B-FTIR Calibration Curves

600
y = 3E -07x3 + 0.0003x2 + 0.7368x + 9.8582

500 R2 = 0.9998

400
Ea.
°' 300
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"Apply Correction", ppm
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Figure B-1 CO 141.1R Calibration Curve
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To' 600
?)

400

200

y = 3E -07x3 - 0.0006x2 + 1.2755x + 27.745
R2= 0.9996

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

"Apply Correction", ppm

Figure B-2 CO21-111( Calibration Curve

Note : "Apply Correction" refers to concentration acquired from the 1.4 FIR by using the
"apply correction" procedure
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NO FTIR Calibration Curve
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Figure B-3 NO FTIR Calibration Curve for 500-2050 ppm
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Figure B-4 NO FTIR Calibration Curve for 0-500 ppm
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Appendix C-0O2, CO IR Analyzers Calibration Curves

CO2 IR Analyzer Calibration Curve

1200

y = 4.8435x2 + 864.89x - 41.754
1000 - R2= 0.9993

800 -

600 -a.a.

400 -

200 -

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

my

1.6

Figure C-1 CO, IR Analyzer Calibration Curve

y = -104.55x2 + 1028.7x 98.72
R2= 0.9999

Figure C-2 CO IR Analyzer Calibration Curve
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Appendix D-Nitrogen GC Calibration Curve
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Figure D-1 N2 GC Calibration Curve
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Appendix E-Calculation of Diffusion Coefficients

1. Diffusivites in binary gas mixtures :

The most common theoretical equation for the mutual diffusion coefficient in a

low-pressure binary gas mixture is Chapman-Enskog theory [48].

Where

D NO-He =

1
y2

0.001858TY2( 1 +
M NO MHe

Drr 2 (-)
1 ' NO-He 'D

D = diffusion coefficient, cm2/sNO-He

T = temperature, K

MNO, Mile = molecular weight of constituents NO and He

P = absolute pressure, atm

SID = collision integral, dimensionless
o

a NO-He = characteristic Lennard-Jones length, A

SID is a function only of kBY

(E-1)

and is tabulated as a function of k BY [48], k
6 NO-He E NO-He

is Boltzmann's constant, £No_Be is the characteristic Lennard -Jones energy. The constants

ENO-He and CY NO-He are obtained from the corresponding value for the pure substances by

use the combining rule [48].

E NO -He ENO * £ He
Y2

1
and a NO-He = (a No +ark) (E-2)kB k k 8B

Variation of DNo_Be with mixture composition in dilute (low-pressure) binary gas system

is small and is usually ignored.
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2. Diffusivities in porous solids - Knudson diffusion

If the gas density is low, or if the pore are quite small, or both, the molecules

collide with the pore wall much frequently than with each other. This is known as

Knudson diffusion [49].

where

T
DNo_k = 97Oure(HY2

MN0

re = pore radius, cm

T = temperature, K

M
NO

= molecular weight of NO

3. Effective diffusivities in porous materials

(E-3)

For diffusion of gas in a porous material, the effective diffusion coefficient is

given in the following form [47].

where

1 _tip 1 + 1

DNO,eff g P D NO-He DNO-k

'cm = average for the tortuosity of pores of variety of size (=1/cp)

cp = void fraction of particle (=ppVp)

Data : MN° = 30

P = 1 atm

ENO/k, = 116.7 K

Mile = 4
0

ow, = 3.49 A

cHe/kB = 10.22 K

T = 925 K

O'He = 2.55 A

c
P = 0 95

(E-4)



re = 300 A

so, from equation (E-2)

O

ENO -HOB = 34.535 K GNO-He = 3.0215 A kJ/ENO-He = 26.78

from reference [47]

SO,

CID = 0.636

D NO-He =

0.001858*925Y2 *(1+0I
4

1*3.02152 *0.636
= 4.792 cm2/s

DNo_k = 9700 *300 *104 *(925r 0.1616 cm2/s
30

1
D = P

in I 1 1
= 0.074 cm2/s

+
D NO-He " NO-k )
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Appendix F-Calculation of NO Reaction rate

where

In this study, the rate of nitric oxide reduction was defined as

rNO = 1
w dt

dNNo
, mol/gs

w = weight of the solid particles dispersed in the fluid phase, g

t = time, s

NN0 = mole of NO, mol

For the continuous system, the instantaneous NO consumption rate is

where

ic
Trio = ki-NoinFNoout ) = FNOin X , MVPw

FNoin = inlet NO mole flow rate, mol/s

FN0out = outlet NO mole flow rate, mol/s

X = the conversion of nitric oxide

For very dilute reactant, we can neglect any volume change during reaction.

Data : Flow rate = 7.914 cm3/s at 20 0C

Weight of catalyst = 0.1g

CNoin = 500 ppm

CNOout = 71 ppm

X = (CNoz-CNoout)/CNoin = 0.858

Temperature = 650 °C

Pressure = 1 atm

82



SO,

1*7.914*500*10-6FNoin = PVCNoifiRT = = 1.646*10-7 mol/s
82.06 * 293

rN0 =1(1.646*10-7*0.858)=1.414*10-6 mol/gs
0.1

83
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Appendix G-Calculation of External Diffusion Effect

The Mears' criterion uses the measured rate of reaction ( -rNO) to determine if mass

transfer from the bulk gas phase to the catalyst surface can be neglected [47]. Based on

simple first order kinetic external diffusion can be neglected if

-rNO(obs)P b R
< 0.15k cC NO

where R = particle radius, cm

Pb = bulk density of particle bed, g/cm
3

CNO = bulk concentration of NO, mol/cm3

kc = mass transfer coefficient, cm/s

-rNO(obs) = observed NO reaction rate, mol/gs (see Appendix F)

To calculate the external mass transfer coefficient, the mass transfer correlation

for packed-bed is used [51].

Sh = 0.84(Re' ) °.49 (Sc)' for 0.01 < Re < 50

where

kcdp Eb li_0.84[ Udpp 0.49

LLDNo_He

l-Eb Y PDNO-He

ReRe -
(1-eb)y

Sh'= She
(1-eb)y

kc = mass transfer coefficient, cm/s

eb= void fraction of packed bed (=0.3)
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7 = shape factor

U = superficial velocity, cm/s

p= fluid density [48], g/cm3

p. = viscosity [48], g/cms

DNO-He = diffusivity for (NO-He), cm2/s (see Appendix E)

dp = diameter of particle, cm

Data : eb = 0.3 7 = 1 U = 18.84 cm/s

p = 5.38*10-5 g/cm3 g. = 4*10-4 g/cms DNo_He = 0.1616 cm2/s

dp = 0.018 cm pb = 0.2 g/cm3 - rNO = 1.414*10-6 mol/gs

1*500 *10-6
....No = = 6.587 *10-9 mol/cm3

82.06*925

SO,

[ 10.49r rk = r 0.1616 (1-0.3)]
x 0.84 x

18.84*0.018*5.38*10-5 18.84
c L 0.018 0.3 4*10-4(1-0.3) L5.38*10-5 *0.1616

= 597.3 cm/s

1.414*10-6 *0.2 *0.009
= 6.47*10_4 < 0.15so the Mears' criterion =

597.3* 6.587 *10-9
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Appendix H-Calculation of Internal Diffusion Effect

The Weisz-Prater criterion used the measured rate of reaction ( -rNO) to determine

if internal diffusion is limiting the reaction [47]. Cwp based on simple first order

kinetics is

where

C = rNO(obs)1 lo pR2

wP DNO,eff CNO,s

DNO,eff = effective diffusion coefficient, cm2/s (see Appendix E)

CNO,s = concentration at the external surface of the particle, gmol/cm3

R = radius of the particle, cm

Ipp = density of the particle --1:' , g/cm3
1- e b

-rNO(obs) = observed NO reaction rate, mol/gs (see Appendix F)

The Weize-Prater criterion for internal diffusion :

Cep << 1 , there are no diffusion limitation

Cwp >> 1 , internal diffusion severely limits the reaction

Data : R=0.009 cm pp = 0.292 g/cm3 -rNO = 1.414*10-6 mol/gs

C/%10,, = 6.587*10 mol/cm3 DNo,eff = 0.074 cm2/s

so, C = 1.414*10-6*0.292*0.0092
= 0.0686 << 1

0.074*6.587 *10'
Thus internal mass transfer effect at these condition was negligible
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Appendix I Chemical and Elemental Analysis of Black Liquor Char

In this study, the Dionex Capillary Electrophoresis System (CES) was used to

analyze the ion species in chars. The detailed principle and operation of CES were

described in [52].

For SO:,S=,S03 ,S20; , CO; analysis, dissolved char in the 250m1, 10mM

mannite solution.

For Nat, K± analysis, dissolved char in 250m1, PH=3 solution.

For analysis, dissolved char in 250m1 water.

C, H, and N done with Carlo Erba elemental analyzer at Weyerhaeuser Company.

Oxygen by difference is 100% minus the sum of the other analyses.

Table H-1. Chemical and Elemental Analysis of Black Liquor Chars

chemical analysis, wt%

material [S071 [S1 [ST] [S20;] [co;] [K+] [Na] Fixed C

char 14.5 < 0.1 0.98 0.51 29.9 1.6 34.6 8.8

reduced char 1.42 8.78 0.99 0.14 33.5 2.1 38.8 7.6

elemental analysis, wt%

material C H 0 S N Na K Cl

char 14.8 1.9 40.3 5.6 0.33 34.6 1.6 0.9

reduced char 14.3 1.1 33.6 9.8 < 0.1 38.8 2.1 0.2
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Appendix J-Experiment Data for Black Liquor Char/NO System

Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.2g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 531 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 550 °C
Flow rate : 40 cm3/s
Pressure : 1 atm

600

500

400

E
o. 300Oz

200

100

0

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Time(sec)

Figure J-1 NO outlet profiles for' experiments #1 and #2 (repeated runs)
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.2g
Size : 125-250 pm for experiment #3, < 63 pm for experiment #4
Gas : 531 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 625 °C
Flow rate : 20 cm3/s
Pressure : 1 atm

Figure J-2 NO outlet profiles for experiments #3 and #4
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.05g for experiment #5, 0.1g for experiment #6
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 652 °C
Flow rate : 3.95 cm3/s for experiment #5, 7.9 cm3/s for experiment #6
Pressure : 1 atm

600

500

400

E
0.

300
z

200

100

7.9 cm3/sec, 0.1 g 3.95 cm3 /sec, 0.05 g

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Time(sec)

Figure J-3 NO outlet profiles for experiments #5 and #6
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 552 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #7, 10 cm3/s for experiment #8
Pressure : 1 atm

2500

2000 24°1

1500
a
0

1000

500

10 cm3/sec

5 cm3/sec

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Time(sec)

Figure J-4 NO outlet profiles for experiments #7 and #8
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 1500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 552 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #9, 10 cm3/s for experiment #10
Pressure : 1 atm

1600
I.......P.

1400

1200

ia.
---.0

1000

800
Z 10 cm3/sec

600

400
5 cm3/sec

200

0 II I I I I I

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Time(sec)

Figure J-5 NO outlet profiles for experiments #9 and #10
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 1025 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 552 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #11, 10 cm3/s for experiment #12
Pressure : 1 atm

1200

1000

800

Ea.a. 6000

400

200

0
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Figure J-6 NO outlet profiles for experiments #11 and #12
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.15g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 552 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #13

7.95 cm3/s for experiment #14
9.95 cm3/s for experiment #15

Pressure : 1 atm
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2:. 3000z

200
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
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Figure J-7 NO outlet profiles for experiments #13, #14, and #15
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 652 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #16, 9.8 cm3/s for experiment #17
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure J-8 NO outlet profiles for experiments #16 and #17
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 625 °C
Flow rate : 6 cm3/s for experiment #18

7.95 cm3/s for experiment #19
9.79 cm3/s for experiment #20

Pressure : 1 atm
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
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Figure J-9 NO outlet profiles for experiments #18, #19, and #20
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 601 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #21

7.95 cm3/s for experiment #22
9.79 cm3/s for experiment #23

Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure J-10 NO outlet profiles for experiments #21, #22, and #23
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 501 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #24

7.95 cm3/s for experiment #25
9.95 cm3/s for experiment #6

Pressure : 1 atm
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400 7.95 cm3/sec
9.95 cm3/sec
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300

200
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0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
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Figure J-11 NO outlet profiles for experiments #24, #25, and #26
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 451 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #27

7.95 cm3/s for experiment #28
9.79 cm3/s for experiment #29

Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure J-12 NO outlet profiles for experiments #27, #28, and #29
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Appendix K-Experimental Data for NO/Activated Carbon System

Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.402g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 652 °C
Flow rate : 10 cm3/s
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure K-1 NO outlet profiles for experiment #30
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.202g
Size : < 63 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 652 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure K-2 NO outlet profiles for experiment #31
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.202g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 652 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #32, 10 cm3/s for experiment #33
Pressure : 1 atm

Figure K-3 NO outlet profiles for experiments #32 and #33
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.202g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 626 'DC
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #34, 10 cm3/s for experiment #35
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure K-4 NO outlet profiles for experiments #34 and #35
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.202g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 602 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #36, 10 cm3/s for experiment #37
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure K-5 NO outlet profiles for experiments #36 and #37
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.202g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 550 0C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #38, 10 cm3/s for experiment #39
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure K-6 NO outlet profiles for experiments #38 and #39
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.202g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 501 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #40, 10 cm3/s for experiment #41
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure K-7 NO outlet profiles for experiments #40 and #41
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Activated Carbon
Weight : 0.202g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 2050 ppm NO in He
Reaction Temperature : 451 °C
Flow rate : 5 cm3/s for experiment #42, 10 cm3/s for experiment #43
Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure K-8 NO outlet profiles for experiments #42 and #43
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Appendix L-Experimental Data for Black Liquor NO/CO/Char System

Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.151g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 500 ppm NO in He and 500 ppm CO for experiment #44

500 ppm NO in He and 1000 ppm CO for experiment #45
500 ppm NO in He and 2500 ppm CO for experiment #46
500 ppm NO in He and 10000 ppm CO for experiment #47

Reaction Temperature : 550 °C
Flow rate : 7.95 cm3/s
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Figure L-1 NO outlet profiles for experiments #44, #45, #46, and #47
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.2g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 410 ppm NO and 40320 ppm CO in He
Reaction Temperature : 451 °C
Flow rate : 8 cm3/s for experiment #48

15 cm3/s for experiment #49
20 cm3/s for experiment #50

Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure L-2 NO outlet profiles for experiments #48, #49, and #50
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.15g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 410 ppm NO and 40320 ppm CO in He
Reaction Temperature : 501 0C
Flow rate : 8 cm3/s for experiment #51

15 cm3/s for experiment #52
20 cm3/s for experiment #53
25 cm3/s for experiment #54

Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure L-3 NO outlet profiles for experiments #51, #52, #53, and #54
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.11g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 410 ppm NO and 40320 ppm CO in He
Reaction Temperature : 551 °C
Flow rate : 8 cm3/s for experiment #55

15 cm3/s for experiment #56
20 cm3/s for experiment #57
25 cm3/s for experiment #58
30 cm3/s for experiment #59

Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure L-4 NO outlet profiles for experiments #55, #56, #57, #58,and #59
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Experimental Conditi
Material : Black Liquor
Weight : 0.1g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 410 ppm NO and
Reaction Temperature :
Flow rate : 20 cm3/s

25 cm3/s
30 cm3/s

Pressure : 1 atm

on :
Char

40320 ppm CO in He
601 °C
for experiment #60
for experiment #61
for experiment #62
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Figure L-5 NO outlet profiles for experiments #60, #61, and #62
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Experimental Condition :
Material : Black Liquor Char
Weight : 0.06g
Size : 125-250 pm
Gas : 410 ppm NO and 40320 ppm CO in He
Reaction Temperature : 651 °C
Flow rate : 20 cm3/s for experiment #63

25 cm3/s for experiment #64
30 cm3/s for experiment #65

Pressure : 1 atm
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Figure L-6 NO outlet profiles for experiments #63, #64 and #65
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Appendix M-Experimental Procedures

A. Analysis Procedures for CES

1. Open the gas cylinders

2. Check the buffer solution and pressure

3. Turn on CES and warm it up for one hour

4. Place distilled water into the sample vial and run distilled water for rinsing the

capillary

5. Prepare standard solution contained sulfate, sulfide, sulfite, and tiosulfate

6. Place standard solution in the sample vial and run the standard solution

7. Run distilled water for rinsing the capillary

8. Prepare the sample solution within two minutes

9. Place sample in the sample vial and run the ample solution

10. Determine sample concentration based on the standard

B. Experimental Procedures for NO Reduction by Carbon

1. Place quartz wool on the fritted quartz glass

2. Weigh BLC or activated carbon and put it into the fixed-bed reactor

3. Use by-pass line to calibrate the CO, CO, analyzers

4. Open He cylinder and set flow rate at 15 cm3 /sec to purge the sample for 10 minutes

5. Set He flow rate to 10 cm3/sec

6. Set the furnace temperature controller to 700 °C in 40 minutes
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7. Change He to 5% CO when temperature reaches 500 °C

8. Wait for the temperature to reach 700 °C and hold the temperature for 40 minutes

9. Reduce furnace temperature to the desired temperature

10. Wait until the reactor temperature reaches the desired temperature and change 5%

CO to He

11. Switch to by-pass line and open NO cylinder

12. Turn on data-acquisition and set the parameters

13. Use by-pass line to calibrate NO analyzer and dilute NO to a desired concentration

and set flow rate to a desired flow rate

14. When the NO analyzer reading is stable, start to record the reading

15. Switch to the reactor line and stop recording data when the reading of NO analyzer

gets stable

16. Turn off power of furnace and heating tape and cool the furnace to room

temperature

17. Clean the reactor and dry it

C. Experimental Procedures for Measurement of Reaction Products

1-14 same as in previous experiments

15 Switch to reaction line. When CO, CO and NO analyzer readings are stable

switch the outlet line to FTIR and take a sample for GC

16-17 same as in previous experiments




